Bending, twisting and beating trunk robot bioinspired from the '3 + 0' axoneme.
The axoneme is the skeleton and motor axis of flagella and cilia in eukaryotic organisms. Basically it consists of a series of longitudinal fibers (outer doublets of microtubules) that design a cylinder and whose sliding, due to the coordinated activities of dedicated molecular motors (the dynein arms), is converted into a bending because outer doublets pairs are stabilized by elastic links (the nexine molecules). In spite of these interesting mechanical properties, mechanical and robotics engineers have never considered this amazing molecular machinery as a model. The aim of this paper is to propose the robotic design and the kinematic modeling of the '3 + 0' axoneme that makes motile the flagellum of Diplauxis hatti, the simplest that exists. The model that we propose bends and twists and combines the two movements. It is able to propagate wave trains that could be involved in the development of biomimetic actuators of various mechanisms such as (sub)aquatic robotic propellers as well as robotic trunks.